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Milestones in 2021

March

April

May

Halba – Le Chocolatier Suisse: Switzerland’s
new chocolate

Change of management

Coop restaurants are allowed to fully reopen

The newly elected Board of Directors of the
Coop Group Cooperative elected Joos Sutter
as its Chairman and Doris Leuthard as its
Vice-Chairwoman. On his election as Chairman of the Board of Directors, Joos Sutter
is succeeded as Chairman of the Executive
Committee by Philipp Wyss, who was formerly
his deputy.

Following the further lockdown in catering, the
Coop restaurants were allowed to reopen for
indoor service at the end of May, subject to an
appropriate safety protocol.

June

July

Coop’s second successful “Day of good
deeds”

Coop launches first filling stations in
supermarkets

Märthof: New boutique hotel in Basel

Coop’s second “Day of good deeds” was a
complete success. On 29 May, the people of
Switzerland did hundreds of thousands of
good deeds. Children, families, associations,
organizations, Coop employees and celebrities
all did something to benefit society and the
environment.

As part of its efforts to reduce packaging,
Coop extends its zero-waste offering and rolls
out the first filling stations in its supermarkets. At selected Coop sales outlets, customers are able to fill bottles with mineral water
and beer themselves. In the summer, further
filling stations followed for long-life foods and
for laundry and dishwasher detergents.

Coop presents its new chocolate brand:
“Halba – Le Chocolatier Suisse”. By launching
the new brand, Coop bolsters its range and
makes further investment both in its own manufacturing companies and in Switzerland as
a business location. The new carbon-neutral
chocolate is produced without any palm oil and
sets high standards in sustainability.

Transgourmet expands into Spain
Transgourmet acquires all the shares in GM
Food, which operates in Spain and is headquartered in Vilamalla (Girona).
By doing so, Transgourmet enters one of
Europe’s largest catering markets and further
extends its position as one of the market leaders in European cash & carry and wholesale
supplies.

Coop subsidiary BâleHotels opens the 4-star
hotel Märthof in the heart of Basel’s old town:
a boutique hotel in an historic building situated right on the market square with 68 rooms
and the Bohemia restaurant.

Coop Marktgass in Bern: the only store of its
kind in Switzerland
The new Coop Marktgass Bern is modern,
innovative and inviting. The sales outlet introduces a completely new store concept unique
throughout Switzerland and offers shopping
and entertainment under one roof.
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August

September

Coop is committed to Jumbo

Over 400 “Actions, not words”

The Jumbo and Building & Hobby brands are
combined and, going forward, marketed under
the Jumbo name as a specialist format of the
Coop Group. Coop thus commits to combining
Jumbo’s DIY expertise with Building & Hobby’s
sustainable products and garden and crafting
range. Jumbo represents the best of both
worlds and thus becomes by far and away the
leading Swiss DIY store.

Coop now has over 400 actions in place that
demonstrate its strong inner drive for people,
animals and nature. For over 30 years, Coop
has pioneered a wide-ranging approach to sustainability and the slogan “Actions, not words”
encapsulates its efforts. Coop attaches great
importance to sustainability and has embedded it in its corporate strategy.

Coop is safeguarding the future of the
organic alpine dairy in Vals
Coop Aid for Mountain Regions donates all
of the CHF 700 000 raised by this year’s
“1 August rolls” campaign to the organic alpine
dairy in Vals. The construction work at the
alpine dairy will preserve the dairy business for
the future.

Expansion of Aclens distribution centre
completed
The Aclens distribution centre was extended.
Following the completion of this large project,
all logistics activities in western Switzerland
are now combined at one site, and synergies
can be fully leveraged.

October

November

First place on the WWF Palm Oil Buyers
Scorecard

Lean & Green award for more eco-friendly
transportation

New Coop-City.ch online shop

Coop achieves first place on the WWF’s global
Palm Oil Buyers Scorecard. It owes this ranking
to having consistently implemented its Vision
for Palm Oil. In its own-label brand foods,
Coop routinely uses sustainably produced
Bio-Suisse and RSPO-certified palm oil, or
rejects palm oil entirely.

In 2021, Coop became the first company in
Switzerland to receive a second star from the
Lean & Green programme. The international
programme recognizes the climate commitment of companies in the area of logistics and
transport.

November saw the launch of online shop CoopCity.ch. Around 13,000 Coop City items can be
ordered through the shop, including popular
products from Coop’s own-label brand Naturaline along with other brands from various
product ranges. Orders are not only delivered
to the door; they can also be collected from
one of 450 Coop pick-up points.

